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Abstract
Performing surgical procedures can increase the physiological stress and mental strain
experienced by practicing surgeons and their trainees. This may negatively affect work and
learning capacity and quality of patient care by increasing the incidence of burnout, sleep
disorders, fatigue and other negative behaviours such as substance abuse. This study aimed to
compare the physiological and psychological responses of similar clinical situations between
orthopaedic surgeons and their clinical fellows. An observational prospective cohort study was
performed in that matter. Our results showed overall increased physiological responses of the
fellows during surgery days compared to the clinic days. On the contrary, staff did not show
significant variability in their physiological responses between OR and clinic days. Type of
procedure and type of approach used for a procedure had a distinct effect on fellows’
physiological responses. Further evaluation including physiological responses during different
intraoperative steps might help identify specific stressors present in the working and learning
environment.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

Surgical education has undergone significant changes over the last number of years. An
increased understanding of how work conditions effect surgical trainees has led to
significant changes for many surgical training programs. As a self-regulating profession,
physicians have organizational licensure standards, and therefore surgical education is
critically important to the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons. As shown in a recent
meta-analysis, numerous studies demonstrate that the current learning environment is
suboptimal and trainees are exposed to high levels of stress 17. Therefore, there is an
ongoing need to make changes in medical and surgical training. Promotion of competencybased type training is being increasingly utilized to intentionally understand the unique
needs of each resident, and to evaluate specific steps in the trainee’s development.
However, we lack information on which elements in the environment have a more
substantive effect on the stress level experienced by the trainees. Most of the information
present in the current literature is based on psychological questionnaires and are focused
on medical training. The primary goal of this study was to track the physiological responses
of surgeons and their trainees during their clinical duties and to correlate those responses
with psychological responses. The following chapter outlines the considerations leading to
the development of this project.
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1.1 Definition of stress
Stress is the sum of biological responses of an organism to any real or perceived challenge
to which it is exposed27. These responses can be on different levels including molecular,
physiological, cognitive and/or behavioral. The autonomic nervous system (ANS) in
conjunction with the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA) are the main systems
responsible for the control of these responses36. The goal of these responses is to allow the
organism to maintain a physiological homeostasis despite changes within the internal
and/or external environment36.

1.2 Autonomic nervous system: Physiology and response to
stress
The ANS is the part of the nervous system that is responsible for the innervation of the
tissues other than the skeletal system. It has three different divisions: the sympathetic
nervous system (SNS), the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and the enteral nervous
system. The latter is sometimes considered a distinct part of the nervous system itself and
its description is beyond the scope of this project. The main role of this ANS is to help
maintaining homeostasis in the body despite its exposure to varying conditions36.

Centrally, the control of the ANS is the responsibility of a network of interconnected
structures. In the forebrain, the major structures involved are the hypothalamus, the limbic
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system and especially the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex. In the brainstem, a multitude
of nuclei, including the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS), participate in the control of the
ANS24.

Sensory information from the different tissues arrive through afferent nerves to the NTS
where information is processed and transmitted within the extensive central network of the
ANS. Once this information is processed and relayed to the hypothalamus, the information
indirectly obtained is combined with the data collected from the hypothalamic internal
thermoreceptors and chemoreceptors measuring the local changes in temperature and
chemical composition of the blood. This permits the hypothalamus to regulate different
basic physiological processes and needs, including body temperature, metabolic,
reproduction, baseline blood pressure and electrolyte homeostasis and the response to
emergency functions, including reactions to stress24.

The control of those physiological needs is performed through two different methods. First,
a hormonal control is performed through the hypothalamic-pituitary axis. Second, an
efferent signal is transmitted to the different tissues through the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous systems36.

The ANS has anatomic and physiological differences to the efferent somatic nervous
system. Although the nerves innervating the skeletal muscles consists of a single neuron
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leaving the CNS and reaching the muscle fibers, the ANS efferent system consists of a twoneuron chain connected by a synapse between CNS and effector tissue. Moreover, although
innervation from the somatic nervous system is only tonical, the effect of the innervation
from the ANS can be either inhibitory or excitatory36.

The different divisions of the ANS also have anatomic and physiological differences
between themselves. As noted above, the efferent innervation consists of a two-neuron
chain between CNS and efferent tissue. In the SNS, ganglia lie near the spinal cord forming
two chains on either side of the spinal cord called sympathetic chains. Preganglionic fibers
leave the CNS from the first thoracic to the rostral lumbar segments of the spinal cord to
reach the sympathetic chain where they create synapses with the postganglionic fibers. In
contrast, the PNS preganglionic fibers exit the CNS from multiple cranial nerves and the
sacral segments of the spinal cord to reach ganglia that lie within or nearby the efferent
organs24 (Fig 1-1).
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Figure 1-1 Sympathetic (Red) and Parasympathetic (Blue) nervous system (Sup. –
Superior, Inf. – Inferior) (S. Abatzoglou)

Another major difference between ANS and the somatic nervous system is that the
postsynaptic regions are not specialized in the ANS. This permits a more diffuse, less
specific control of the cell within a tissue through diffusion of the neurotransmitters within
the interstitial fluid24.
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Major neurotransmitters involved in the ANS are acetylcholine (ACh) and norepinephrine
(NE). ACh is mainly released by all the preganglionic fibers of the ANS, regardless of the
division, as well as by the postganglionic fibers of the PNS. In all synapses, ACh is mainly
inactivated by acetylcholinesterase in a very fast fashion requiring less than 1ms to clear
the synapse24.

NE is mainly released by the postganglionic fibers of the SNS to the target tissues.
Clearance of NE from the synaptic cleft is more time consuming than ACh clearance, thus
leading to a slower return to prestimulation level from SNS compared to PNS stimulation24.

The adrenal medulla cells are postganglionic sympathetic cells that did not develop into
nerve cells and their role is to release catecholamines into the bloodstream to permit more
systemic effect of the SNS to the various organs throughout the body. Catecholamines in
the bloodstream are typically metabolized in the liver24.

Other neurotransmitters or co-transmitters having a certain role in the ANS are epinephrine,
ATP, adenosine, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), neuropeptide Y, enkephalins,
neurotensin, somatostatin and substance P, however their study is beyond the scope of this
project36.
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The classic model to describe the physiology of the ANS is a model where the different
divisions are active sequentially depending on whether the individual is in a rest situation
or an active stressful situation. However, a different model has been described lately where
both the SNS and PNS are functioning continuously in different intensities and it is the
balance between them that dictates the arousal level of an individual and the response noted
to environmental changes15.

1.3 Oscillation of ANS and Heart rate variability
Rapid behavioral adjustments are regulated in the sympathetic nervous system mainly by
structures within the cortex as well as within the limbic system and the midbrain.
Nevertheless, the basal sympathetic tone is set by multiple structures within the central
nervous system. Oscillations of the basal sympathetic tone have been noted to be present
at any given time. When those oscillations are recorded, two main types of rhythms are
distinguished: oscillations with lower frequency ranging from 2 Hz to 6 Hz and oscillations
with higher frequency at or greater than 10 Hz20.

Lower frequency oscillations seem to correlate better with the cardiac cycle. Both SNS and
PNS have an effect in producing these types of oscillations and they have been related to
the cardiac cycle. On the contrary, higher frequency oscillations seems to be affected by
respiratory rate. In contrast to lower frequency oscillations, the high frequency oscillations
are mainly affected by the action from the PNS and they represent a marker of the baseline
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activity of the ANS. In general, heart rate variations are a reflection of the presence of the
lower frequency oscillations31.

The concept of heart rate variability is based on the observation of the variation of the heart
rate of an individual20. It can be measured in a beat-to-beat fashion or in a time period. On
an EKG recording corresponding to a certain period, the interval between each R-wave on
the recording is noted. These data helps establish low frequency and high frequency periods
after calculation through one of the numerous technique available (calculation techniques
beyond the scope of this thesis) HRV is then obtained by calculating the ratio between the
low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) oscillations described above20. Since the low
frequency oscillations are primarily present during activation of the sympathetic nervous
system from a stressful stimulus, the ratio tends to increase as the sympathetic activation
is increased. Due to its characteristics, HRV has been demonstrated in previous studies to
be one of the most reliable markers of autonomic responses30.

Researchers attempted to identify reference values for heart rate variability during resting
moments to permit a better understanding of the variations noted1. However, such values
are difficult to establish since heart rate variability is affected by multiple factors including
age, gender and fitness level of individuals2,32.
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1.4 Hypothalamic-pituitary axis (HPA): Physiology and
response to stress
The second pathway involved in the stress response in order to maintain the body
homeostasis involves the hypothalamic-pituitary axis (HPA). Similar to the autonomic
nervous system, the hypothalamus represents the central regulatory structure of the nervous
system receiving and integrating all the afferent data and regulating the response to external
stressors to maintain homeostasis. However, in addition to its autonomic function, it also
has an endocrine function36.

The hypothalamus is closely interconnected with the pituitary gland through a stalk
containing both nerve fibers as well as a blood vessel and capillary system allowing
communication between the two structures. They are situated near the base of the skull
within a structure called the sella turcica36.

The pituitary gland itself is made of two lobes. First, the anterior lobe containing endocrine
cells receiving endocrine signaling from the hypothalamic-pituitary portal system. The
anterior lobe is then responsible for the release of hormones, including growth hormone,
thyroid stimulating hormone, follicle-stimulating and luteinizing hormones, prolactin, as
well as adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). Second, the posterior lobe is made of the
extension of nerve fibers originating from the hypothalamus that release the hormones
vasopressin and oxytocin directly into the bloodstream36 (Fig 1-2).
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Figure 1-2 Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (FSH – Follicle-stimulating
hormone, LH – Luteinizing hormone, TSH – Thyroid-stimulating hormone, ACTH –
Adrenocorticotropic hormone)

During a stress response, the hypothalamus receives inputs from the different areas of the
central nervous system as well as from direct receptors, and releases fluctuating levels of
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) within the hypothalamic-pituitary portal system.
CRH simulates the anterior pituitary to release ACTH into the bloodstream. ACTH
stimulates the adrenal gland to produce and release multiple adrenocorticosteroids in the
bloodstream including cortisol. Multiple organs are the targets of cortisol and react to its
increased level by mounting a response that helps to maintain the internal homeostasis
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combating the stressor affecting the body. It also permits a better reactivity to the
hormones, epinephrine and norepinephrine, enhancing this response to stress 36.

A baseline level of cortisol is always present within the bloodstream. Oscillations in the
serum level of cortisol are present in a circadian rhythm fashion6. However, those
variations are slower, and only a total increase in cortisol release during a period of time
can be noted as a marker of a stress response.

1.5 Cognitive response to stress
In 1979, Nixon demonstrated the relationship between the amount of the stress response
and performance22 (Fig. 1-3). According to his analysis, as the arousal stress increases, the
performance is positively affected. However, once the amount of stress experienced was
greater than the amount an individual could handle, that individual had reached the fatigue
point and the performance was actually negatively affected. Learning and stress
management strategies affect this relationship in two different ways. First, they allow an
individual to reach a higher level of performance for a certain amount of stress experienced.
Second, they allow each individual to push their fatigue point to a higher arousal stress
level, therefore leading once more to performance optimization.
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Figure 1-3 Human function curve (Adapted from: Nixon P: Practitioner 1979)

Stress has similar effects to learning and memory re-creation. Yerkes and Dodson were the
first to describe that relationship (Fig. 1-4). According to this concept, for simple task
acquisition not requiring particular thought processes or without multitasking, there is a
positive effect of arousal level and learning abilities up to a maximal learning capacity of
an individual. However, for more complex working memory requiring multitasking and
decision-making, learning abilities exhibit a similar response to stress and performance.
An inverted-U shaped relationship between arousal stress level and efficiency of memory
acquisition38. There is no clear etiology established to explain this correlation at this point,
although some theories exist. For instance, a recent study found similar correlations
between cortisol dose given to individuals and the capacity for memory retrieval26,
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therefore suggesting that cortisol might play a role in this process. Also, psychologists
working on learning disabilities in young children explain that when stress levels become
overwhelming, the body concentrates more on its survival rather than learning new
complex abilities.

Figure 1-4 Yerkes-Dodson law (S. Abatzoglou)

1.6 Stress in the medical field
Surgeons, as well as the surgical team working with them, are exposed to high levels of
stress. A study published in 2009 showed a burnout rate of 40% among American
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surgeons28. Another study from China showed even higher levels of burnout up to 60.6%
of physicians across 21 different hospitals32. High levels of stress do not only lead to
increased levels of burnout, but also may negatively affect the efficiency, efficacy and
surgeon’s skill levels4 and, therefore, may lead to deterioration of quality in patient care35.
A Canadian questionnaire-study showed that among more than 3000 Canadian physicians,
at least one in four physician showed periods of difficulty handling their workload, poor
workload-life balance and evidence of depression within the evaluated year, with a
majority being female7.

Methods have been implemented and studied to deal with the increased stress noted in the
healthcare workers. Mental practice use for surgeons just starting their practice has been
studied in the United States. A prospective randomized controlled trial comparing surgeons
using mental rehearsal of the procedure to surgeons not using this technique on a virtual
reality simulator showed reduced objective stress parameters overall in the group using
mental practice4.

Other methods showing efficacy on healthcare workers in occupational stress reduction
have been evaluated in a Cochrane meta-analysis review25. Physical relaxation methods
showed moderate evidence compared to the no intervention cohorts on stress levels. Other
methods such as cognitive-behavioral therapy, mental relaxation and work schedule
interventions methods had low evidence to affect stress levels. Interventions such as
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support group organization, communication skill interventions and changes in work
conditions did not show any evidence to alter workers’ stress25.

1.7 Stress and medical training
Similar to healthcare workers, medical trainees are exposed to high levels of stress. In
addition to the time spent studying in order to acquire the proficiency required for their
field, medical and surgical trainees have clinical duties that can involve high stress
situations in a long work hours setting. This can be overwhelming for the trainees
themselves, especially if they are working in a suboptimal setting in terms of a learning
environment.

A recent meta-analysis published in December 2015 approached the question of the stress
and depression amongst medical trainees 17. A total of fifty-four studies, either crosssectional or longitudinal type studies, from all across the world were included in that review
with mainly questionnaire-based evaluations using different validated tools. The overall
prevalence of depression in medical residents reached around 28.8% without significant
differences between the type of studies, the country where the study was performed, or the
medical specialty in which the residents were studying (surgical vs non-surgical). Gender
did not show any effect on the prevalence of stress and depression18.
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Some studies attempt to identify the elements in the work environment that could lead to
increased stress levels. Most of those studies were done in emergency medicine residents.
A survey in residents within a large academic US hospital showed higher prevalence of
burnout in residents with families compared to single residents due to the poor workloadlife balance12. Also, there was a higher prevalence of burnout in residents with poor global
job satisfaction. On the other hand, in another study involving mainly orthopaedic surgery
residents, trainees with supportive significant others showed lower rates of distress and
burnout37. A prospective cohort study of residents from another American academic
institution showed that medical complications as well as anticipated overtime had a
negative effect on trainees37. Poor diet can also lead to physical deterioration and increased
stress level of the trainees. Studies have seen higher likelihood for obesity as the resident
progress through their training14 and results to increased stress. Sleep disturbances have
also been found to have a significant effect on self-reported resident wellness19.

As noted above, learning can be impeded by an overwhelming environment during medical
training, where more complex decision-making activities are required. Therefore, it is
crucial to investigate and understand the stresses inherent to current clinical duties and the
response of trainees to these stresses. Changes have been already attempted to improve the
work conditions of the trainees and optimize their learning experience. For instance, a
mindfulness-based resilience intervention has been tested in Family Medicine, Psychiatry
and Anesthesia training programs, which showed some positive effect of self-reported
stress in female residents in junior years of training10.
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Other measures have been taken by some training programs to provide mental support to
their residents. Unfortunately, only 28% of US residency programs included a complete
stress management program for their trainee support, with most of the programs only
providing only a single type of support measure9. Education on healthier lifestyle early in
the medical training affected positively the rate of burnout in medical schools in the UK5.
Another study showed that incentivized exercise programs lead residents and fellows to
higher physical activity levels and higher quality of life33.

Work hour regulations have also been introduced in recent years in medical training in
certain jurisdictions29. When first introduced, the work hour restrictions attempted to
improve quality of life by improving the workload-life balance. When first presented, the
staff’s opinion was not in favor of work hour restrictions, as they felt that there is not
enough evidence that such measures lead to improved patient safety and improved
environment for the residents29. Studies done in the years following the implementation of
those restrictions have showed divergent results. Some studies support that they have not
led to improvement in the self-reported experience of long working hours, fatigue and
distress21,23, while other studies showed improved quality of life15. In orthopaedic surgery
residencies, different results were found. In a study from Toronto, the traditional work hour
group of residents actually had better quality of life and similar educational experiences
than the new work hour regulation resident group. On the contrary, another Canadian
orthopaedic surgery residency program showed improved quality of life and overall
satisfaction since the implementation of work hour regulations39. Most of the studies
showing improvement had a night-float system, during which residents were assigned to
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do eight to twelve-hour night-shift work for a certain period of time which varied between
institution, implemented rather than a post-call system during which residents were
allowed to go home to rest after a full 24-hour workday.

1.8 Study purpose
As noted previously, most of the current studies on stress in trainees are subjective, being
based on questionnaires. Therefore, current literature focuses only on the subjective
responses to the behavioral component of stress. Moreover, they have not led to a definitive
answer regarding training and working environment optimization and examine the problem
in a general way. Further analysis of work conditions and the environment is needed,
including examination of specific elements of the work environment. The physiological
component to stress has only rarely been evaluated in studies. Heart rate variability has
been previously used in Cardiac Surgery30, Anesthesia residents8, and General Surgery
simulator training3. Salivary cortisol level has also been used in some studies as an adjunct
to stress evaluation8,11, however heart rate variability is considered a more sensitive marker
of sympathetic response, as well as more sensitive to the timing of the stress application.
No studies of this type, however, have been done in orthopaedic surgery. It is logical to
think that orthopaedic surgery can present some unique characteristics when compared to
the other surgical fields since it requires higher physical demands to perform some tasks.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the physiological responses of orthopaedic
surgery staff and trainees during clinical duties. We hypothesized that fellows will present
higher levels of stress than the staff and that this will be dictated by the complexity of the
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procedure performed. In order to analyze the question, we first tested the feasibility of the
testing by performing a pilot study. We then extended the study to multiple staff and
fellows to evaluate the difference in physiological parameters during different types of
procedures. We finally concentrated specifically on the analysis of the differences in
physiological parameters between the different surgical approaches used for total hip
arthroplasties.
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Chapter 2

2

Physiological and psychological responses to surgery
and non-surgery days in orthopaedic surgeons: a pilot
study.

2.1 Introduction
Any challenge, real or perceived, to physiological homeostasis causes stress and counterregulatory responses. These responses are multi-functional and may include molecular,
physiological, cognitive and/or behavioral changes. Nonetheless, the body is always under
a certain amount of stress, as physiological homeostasis is maintained under changing
internal and external environments.

Elevated stress improves physical and mental

performance in a variety of activities, however, this occurs only up to a point after which
performance declines and health is negatively affected 14.

The surgeon, surgical team, and surgical trainees are exposed to physical and mental stress
during surgery. The cumulative effect of this stress can affect not only tolerable work
capacity by increasing the incidence of burnout26, but may also result in the deterioration
of the quality of patient care26. The efficiency, efficacy, and the surgeon’s skill levels may
be negatively affected if the surgeon or other members of the operative team are
experiencing elevated stress3. Moreover, the learning environment may deteriorate,
impeding the surgical trainees’ ability to acquire new skills8.
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Unfortunately, medical and surgical training are not immune to excessive stress. A large
study examined burnout in an internal medicine residency group, regardless of whether
residents met the criteria for burnout or not19. The participants in this study most often
rated inadequate sleep, frequently working shifts longer than 24 hours and inadequate
leisure time as major stresses. These stresses could result from, or could cause, higher
incidences of physiological stress or potentiate experienced stresses. For example, acute
sleep deprivation is associated with impaired autonomic regulation of the heart27. Work
stress, shift work, and length of shift are associated with reduced cardiovascular and mental
health22,24. Inadequate leisure time leads individuals to exercise less and have less family
time25. Moreover, residents exhibit poor dietary practices during residency13, that would
undoubtedly be a part of an increase in the likelihood of reduced health outcomes, poor
performance, and reduced patient care5. These events are not limited to residents, but may
be common in practicing surgeons as well.

For example, in a population of surgeons,

burnout has been reported as high as 40% in a large (>7000 individuals) sample of
American surgeons5.

The perception of fatigue tends to correlate well with actual physical fatigue 4. Moreover,
physical stress is associated with increases in heart rate, breathing rate and body
temperature. Heart rate variability (HRV) has been demonstrated to be one of the best
methods for autonomic stress assessment20. HRV can be calculated using frequency
domain analysis of the beat-to-beat variation in heart rate (HR).

Within the frequency

domain analysis, the low frequency (LF) component is associated with sympathetic and
vagal modulation of the heart while the high frequency (HF) component is representative
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of vagal modulation of the heart. Consequently, the ratio of low to high frequencies (LF/HF
ratio) is representative of the balance between sympathetic and vagal activity. A higher
ratio represents a predominant sympathetic response, and therefore a period of higher stress
while a lower ratio represents a predominantly parasympathetic response. Measuring HRV
provides greater sensitivity than measuring HR alone, as an elevated HR alone may be due
to physical exertion in the absence of other types of stress (e.g. anxiety) 20. This type of
observation has been used in sports training in order to identify stressors and optimize the
athlete’s training and overall performance16. However, few studies have analyzed actual
physiological responses during surgical practice7-9,11, and what factors may modify (i.e.
attenuate) these responses. Consequently, the goal of this study was to track physiological
and psychological responses to common hip and knee surgeries, as well as during clinic
and rest days in an expert orthopaedic surgeon.

2.2 Material and methods
Consent was obtained from an expert surgeon from a single institution, the participant was
fully explained the methods to be used throughout the study. An independent research
assistant, who is not one of the main investigators, collected all data. All procedures
received institutional human research ethics clearance from the institutions involved in the
study.
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The participant completed the State-Trait Anxiety Questionnaire (STAI, Y1 and Y2) at the
beginning of the study (Appendix B). The STAI is a validated tool used to measure the
subjective level of state (i.e. how anxious a subject is in the present situation) and trait (i.e.
the tendency to perceive a given situation as stressful) anxiety21. It consists of 40 questions
(20 question for state and 20 questions for trait anxiety) that measure self-reported scales
of feelings of apprehension, tension, nervousness, and worry. Higher scores in this test
indicate higher levels of anxiety as a stable trait (STAI-Y1) or acutely (STAI-Y2). The test
was administered to the participant on day 1 of the study, which was a non-surgical day as
well as at the commencement of the other 24-hour non-surgical work days in order to
establish anxiety-stress levels experienced. On surgery work days, the participant was
administered the STAI-Y2 (state) questionnaire at the beginning of the day prior to
surgeries, immediately prior to, and after, individual surgeries.

The participant was also instructed to wear an Equivital EQO2 HRV holter monitor
(Vivonoetics, San Diego, California) for 6-8 hours on non-surgery workdays, on surgery
workdays for the entirety of the respective workdays and for 6-8 hours during the rest day.
Physiological data collected by the device included electrocardiogram (EKG), respiratory
rate using strain gauge technology, infrared skin temperature. All data was sent
electronically to the investigators for analysis of the data and calculation of HR and HRV
using VivoSense® Software (Vivonoetics, San Diego, California). For analysis of HRV,
the raw data was first processed with automated filters to exclude noise in the signal. A
representative tracing of a surgery day showing EKG, trend HR, 5 minute segmented HRV,
and trend BR is shown in appendix C for each surgery for which data was collected,
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analysis was performed starting 10 minutes prior to the start of the surgery (Pre-operative
period) and up to 10 minutes following that procedure (Post-operative period). The results
of the STAI questionnaires allowed for comparisons with the data acquired via the HR
monitor, to determine whether perceived stress correlates with physiological changes.

Given that we observed the data for a single individual, simple correlation analysis was
made between the data collected from the questionnaire and the physiological responses
noted with the monitoring.

2.3 Results
One expert orthopaedic surgeon specialized in adult hip and knee reconstruction with 3
years of practice working at a single teaching hospital facility was included in the study.
Data was collected for a total of 10 days, including 8 surgery days, 1 clinic day and 1
“off”/rest day. A total of 22 surgeries were performed during that period, including fifteen
total hip arthroplasty (THA) and seven total knee arthroplasty (TKA).

Mean HR was 66 beats per minute (bpm) during the rest day and 71 bpm during clinic day.
The HR during surgery days was elevated throughout the day regardless of the period
measured (Fig. 2-1 and 2-2) HR was higher during the perioperative and intraoperative
period performing THA compared to TKA. Before THA and TKA, the mean HR was 77
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bpm and 75 bpm respectively. Mean heart rate increased to 87 bpm (SD 6.6bpm) during
THA and to 76.5 bpm (SD 4.2bpm) during TKA. The heart rate post-operatively never
reached the pre-operative levels after THA (mean 82 bpm, SD 5.0bpm), but did after TKA
(mean 75 bpm, SD 2.4bpm).

Skin temperature was similar during the rest day and clinic days. During surgery days, it
was one degree higher than the other days throughout the day. No differences were noted
when comparing between the different type of surgeries performed.
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Figure 2-1 Mean heart rate recorded in (a) Primary THA (pTHA) and (b) Revision
THA (rTHA) (OR data shown with solid line)
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Figure 2-2 Mean heart rate recorded in (a) Primary TKA (pTKA) and (b) Revision
TKA (rTKA) (OR data shown with solid line). Lack of error bars indicate only 1
recording of this procedure.
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Respiratory rate was elevated on surgery days compared to the rest (17 breaths per minute)
and clinic day (15.3 breaths per minutes). Respiratory rate was increased before starting
any procedure (Mean THA 22.5 breaths per minute, SD 4.3 - Mean TKA 19.9 breaths per
minute, SD 2.6). It remained elevated but at slightly lower levels during THA (Mean 20.2
breaths per minute, SD 2.2), however reached similar levels to rest days during TKA (Mean
17.4 breaths per minute, SD 2.8). In the immediate postoperative period, the respiratory
rate remained at the same levels as intraoperative in both THA (Mean 21.5 breaths per min,
SD 4.5) and TKA (Mean 17.9 breaths per min, SD 0.1).

HRV was measured as a ratio of low frequency to high frequency (LF/HF). This ratio was
slightly increased before any procedure (Fig. 2-3 and 2-4), affected more before THA
(mean LF/HF 4.39, SD 4.05) than in TKA (mean LF/HF 2.20, SD 1.62). It was even higher
during and after any procedure. During a THA, the LF/HF reaches a mean of 7.30 (SD
3.75) and remains high after the procedure to a mean of 6.80 (SD 4.45). Similarly, during
a TKA, the LF/HF ratio is also increased but to a smaller extends reaching a mean 5.09
(SD 2.46) intraoperatively and mean of 4.46 (SD 2.90) after the procedure. Given normal
values of heart rate variability have not been yet established and are depended on multiple
factors including the age, gender and fitness level of an individual1,23, the rest value is used
here as a reference of comparison.
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Figure 2-3 HRV recorded in (a) Primary THA and (b) Revision THA (OR data shown
with solid line)
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Figure 2-4 HRV recorded in (a) Primary TKA and (b) Revision TKA (OR data shown
with solid line). Lack of error bars indicate only 1 recording of this procedure.
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Evaluating the responses to the STAI questionnaire before and after any procedure, average
score was consistently higher preoperatively than postoperatively. Before THA, the STAI
questionnaire score has a mean of 32.9 compare to 22.1 after the procedure. When
performing TKA, the STAI questionnaire score reaches a mean of 30.5 preoperatively
compare to 20 postoperatively. There was no correlation noted between the STAI scores
and physiological responses like HR (R2=0.15683) or HRV (R2=0.11333).

2.4 Discussion
The aim of this study was to track physiological and psychological responses to common
hip and knee surgeries, as well as during clinic and “off” days in an expert orthopaedic
surgeon. Similar pilot studies have been done in other surgical specialties15,21. However,
this study is the first involving common orthopaedic surgery procedures and physiological
responses, since only questionnaire-based studies have been done in this field17. Common
orthopaedic surgical procedures are unique since they are much more physically
demanding than other type of surgeries. The physicality of these surgeries adds to the
physiological responses experienced by the surgeon to the stressors surrounding the
surgery itself. This makes it even more important to use HRV as our measurement tool to
perform such analysis.

Physiological responses tended to be different between the type of procedures performed.
Specifically, they were higher during THA compared to TKA. Multiple factors could
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potentially explain such results. First, this could be related to the increased physical stress
experienced during the procedure. Second, the complexity of the procedure might differ
between the THA and the TKA for the sample of operations for which data was collected.
Third, the surgeon participating in this pilot study performed anterior approach THA at the
time of data collection. The surgeon was the only surgeon performing the THA using this
approach at our institution at that time. Therefore, the surgeon might have experienced
higher stress levels during THA, as other members of the surgical team (nurses and
trainees) were relatively inexperienced with this surgical technique. Future study with
multiple surgeons performing a variety of surgical techniques will help to further explore
these issues.

Moreover, this study clearly shows that despite the minimal amount of physical activity
happening in the immediate preoperative period, the physiological responses during that
period are higher than rest days or clinic days. When combined with the increased scores
in the STAI questionnaires during the same period, we understand that a surgeon has an
increased level of stress during the surgery days. This relates probably to surgeon related
psychological stresses of patient safety, self-imposed demands, and high achievement
standards.

The STAI questionnaire has been previously used in the literature to evaluate stress levels
in surgeons2,3. However, no studies before correlated STAI scores with physiological
responses. It is difficult to establish such correlation in our limited observations. However,
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we were able to observe a tendency towards increased physiological responses in the
postoperative period in contrast to STAI scores that were similar to the rest day scores
during that same postoperative timeframe. This could indicate that most of the
physiological response observed in the postoperative period is related to physical strain
recovery rather than response to stressors.

The limitations of this study are as follows. First, it is difficult to differentiate between
physical and mental stress during surgery given the physical nature of the tasks and the
inability to get subjective ratings of stress. Second, noise in the EKG tracing collected
might have interfered with the results obtained. We anticipate this effect would be small
as the Vivosense software uses automatic filters to diminish the effect of the noise on the
collected data as much as possible. Third, the results obtained from the STAI
questionnaires could have been biased since filling these questionnaires on multiple times
during a same day could lead to acute repetition of data by the participant and, therefore,
might influence the results obtained.

The results of this study show the feasibility in detecting physiological levels of stress in
orthopaedic surgeons in their everyday work related activities. This study will be used as
the basis to a larger scale study including multiple surgeons, trainees during those surgeries
using different types of approaches and other orthopaedic procedures. As competency
based training models are becoming increasingly implemented, evaluating different
stressors surrounding the surgical training will eventually lead to improvements in the
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learning environment for the surgical trainees, and lead to more efficient and healthier
training. Of particular importance will be correlating the timing of stress (i.e. at what
surgical step) for surgeons and surgical trainees to understand if different interventions
may be required at different times of a given procedure.

2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, this pilot study demonstrates that an established surgeon experiences
increased physiologic stress and psychologic stress on days that surgery is performed.
Surgeons experience much lower stress and anxiety on leisure days and days spent in clinic
with outpatients. It is notable that different levels of stress are encountered in different
types of procedures. Further investigation to evaluate and identify stressors in the hospital
setting, identify their effect on learning and practice, and to provide interventions to
optimize the environment for both the surgeon as well as other members of the health care
provider team and trainees is required.
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Chapter 3

3

Comparison

of

physiological

and

psychological

responses to clinical duties between orthopaedic
surgeons and trainees
3.1 Introduction
Physical and mental stress is present within the practice of healthcare professionals
affecting negatively the quality of the services provided to the population1,17 and leading
to mental exhaustion of the individuals involved17. Medical training exposes the different
level trainees to similar stressors leading to high incidence of stress and stress-related
psychiatric conditions such as depression8. Although some of those factors have been
identified10,13-16,18 and attempts have been made to minimize them, this problem is still
actively present18. This stressful environment can potentially affect negatively the ability
to acquire new skills adequately5.

It has always been difficult to quantify objectively stress objectively. One of the methods
that has been shown to be the most efficient to assess the activity of the autonomic nervous
system and, therefore, quantify the effect of stress has been the evaluation of heart rate
variability (HRV)13. Such analysis has been previously used in athletes to evaluate stress
experienced and recovery11. Few studies have been done in surgery4-7. Previously, we
verified the feasibility of using this type of analysis to evaluate the physiological changes
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happening in the body of an orthopaedic surgeon during his clinical duties. Consequently,
the goal of this study was to track physiological and psychological responses to common
hip and knee surgeries as well as during clinic days in a group of orthopaedic surgeons and
their trainees.

3.2 Material and methods
Consent was obtained from the adult hip and knee reconstruction specialized surgeons and
the clinical fellows training in a single institution from July 2015 to June 2016. The
participant was fully informed about the methods to be used throughout the study.
Participants that had cardiovascular medical comorbidities such as cardiac arrhythmias,
other cardiac or respiratory diseases requiring to take medications influencing
cardiovascular parameters were excluded from the study. Other exclusion criteria included
participants unable to wear the monitors and participants with BMIs lower than 18 or
higher than 35. An independent research assistant, who was not one of the main
investigators, collected all data. All procedures received institutional human research ethics
clearance from the institutions involved in the study.

The participants underwent a baseline stress test at some point during the study depending
on their time availability. The test was performed in a hospital setting under the supervision
of an independent physician. The participants were asked to refrain from drinking caffeine
on the day of the test. Once participants arrived at the hospital, they first completed a health
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check questionnaire. Their height and weight were then obtained using a stadiometer.
Three initial baseline blood pressure measurements were recorded with a 2-minute interval
between each reading prior to the start of the test in a sitting position. A 12-lead EKG was
then placed on the participants and they started to exercise on the treadmill in an increasing
difficulty fashion using the Bruce protocol (Appendix D). At each difficulty level, the
participant was required to evaluate how they were feeling using the Borg scale as a
reference (Appendix E). The treadmill part of the test was stopped at the moment the
participant requested to stop. The reason for stopping was recorded in the participant’s
chart. Maximum heart rate was recorded at that moment. The participant was seated at that
point and serial EKG and blood pressure measurements were taken every 2 minutes for a
total of 10 minutes post exercise. Maximum heart rate was calculated and used to calculate
the percentage of maximal effort (%HRmax) reached during the different activities
evaluated as a marker of intensity of the procedure.

Concurrently, psychological assessment was performed using State-Trait Anxiety
Questionnaire (STAI) (Appendix B), questionnaire filled by each participant immediately
prior to each surgery and after individual surgeries were completed.

Correlation analysis was made between the data collected from the questionnaire and the
physiological responses noted with the monitoring. The data collected from staff and
fellows from the monitoring included heart rate, respiratory rate and heart rate variability
was compared using T-test to identify for differences in the mean levels recorded.
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Difference between the data recorded while performing different roles was analysed using
one-way ANOVA. Post-hoc analysis was also performed.

3.3 Results
A total of three joint reconstruction orthopaedic surgeons working in a single academic
institution and five orthopaedic surgery clinical fellows training in the same institution
from July 2015 to June 2016 were included in the study. No participants were excluded
from the study. Data from the stress test was collected from all the participants. Data was
collected for a total of 32 days, including 7 clinic days and 25 surgery days. Data was
recorded from 11 total hip arthroplasty (THA) and 20 total knee arthroplasty (TKA) cases.

Mean heart rate (HR) and %HRmax were not significantly different between staff and
fellows throughout the surgery days regardless of the role occupied during both primary
THA and TKA (Figure 3-1). In a similar fashion, there was no significant difference
between staff (mean 75 bpm, SD 6.0) and fellows (mean 68 bpm, SD 11.9) during clinic
days (p=0.191). Analysis of the HR results by role assumed by surgeons and trainees during
primary THA and primary TKA are indicated in Figure 3-2 and 3-3, respectively. In THA,
post-hoc analysis revealed that staff surgeons had significantly increased heart rates in the
primary surgeon role compared to assistant role and clinic days. This was true when doing
the analysis of the HR during the surgery but also in the preoperative and postoperative
period. Moreover, staff tend to show a higher %HRmax while performing the surgery as
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primary surgeon (mean 77%, SD 17.3) compared to assisting (mean 56%, SD 15.4) and
clinic days (mean 54%, SD 18.0) without statistical significance (p=0.082). In comparison,
fellows involved in a THA case did not show significant difference between the assistant,
the primary surgeon role and clinic days, with a tendency of increased heart rate during OR
days compared to clinic days. Similarly, %HRmax was overall statistically similar between
primary surgeon role (mean 74%, SD 26.6), assistant role (mean 69%, SD 20.1) and clinic
days (mean 60%, SD 18.9). When analyzing the data obtained during TKA, staff also had
significantly increased HR while performing those cases as primary surgeon compared to
assisting to the surgery or during clinic days. Analysis of the %HRmax showed similar
results with primary surgeon role (mean 73%, SD 23.6) presenting significantly higher
intensity than during an assisting role (mean 49%, SD 4.8, p=0.006) and non-significantly
higher than clinic days (mean 54%, SD 18.0, p=0.075). Post-hoc analysis showed tendency
towards increased heart rate in the preoperative (p=0.088) and postoperative period
(p=0.115) between the different roles assumed during TKA but no difference noted
intraoperatively. On the other hand, post-hoc analysis of the data obtained from the fellows
supported a difference between clinic days and OR days. However, when separating the
data on the basis of the role that was assumed by the fellows during those cases, no
difference was noted then. This was true for all time period including the preoperative,
intraoperative and postoperative period. Similarly, no statistical difference (p=0.833) was
noted in %HRmax between primary surgeon role (mean 63%, SD 3.8), assistant role (mean
59%, SD 16.8) and clinic days (mean 60%, SD 18.9).
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Figure 3-1 Heart rate regardless of role occupied during a) total hip arthroplasty
and b) total knee arthroplasty
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Figure 3-2 Heart rate during total hip arthroplasty by a) Staff and b) Clinical
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Figure 3-3 Heart rate during total knee arthroplasty by a) Staff and b) Clinical
fellows
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Respiratory rate results during THA and TKA are shown in Figure 3-4 and 3-5 respectively.
For THA, staff failed to show any significant difference in their breathing rate when
comparing OR days and clinic days. Assuming a primary surgeon role did not show any
significant difference compare to an assistant role or clinic days throughout the analyzed
period. Fellows also did not show any significant difference between their respiratory rate
during clinic days and OR days, even after analysis of the data based on the role assumed
during those cases throughout the recorded period. For TKA, staff also failed to show any
significant difference in their breathing rate when comparing OR days and clinic days. A
role based analysis also failed to show any difference between the assumed role during
those type of cases. On the other hand, fellows showed significantly higher breathing rate
in the primary surgeon role compare to clinic days only during the surgery itself. Post-hoc
analysis showed that they had a tendency towards higher breathing rate when they were
assisting a TKA case (p=0.118). The preoperative and postoperative periods around a TKA
failed to show statistical significance in breathing rate compared to clinic days.
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Figure 3-4 Breathing rate during total hip arthroplasty by a) Staff and b) Clinical
fellows
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Figure 3-5 Breathing rate during total knee arthroplasty by a) Staff and b) Clinical
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Heart rate variability (HRV) comparison between staff and fellows, independent of surgical
roles, is shown in Figure 3-6. Overall, there was no difference noted in the variability
between staff and fellows at any moment around and during THA when combining all data
collected. On the contrary, fellows had significantly higher variability during TKA and
maintained this increased variability in the postoperative period.

Analysis of the HRV results dependent on the role performed (surgeon or primary assistant)
by staff and fellows during primary THA and primary TKA are shown in Figure 3-7 and
3-8 respectively. In THA, staff failed to show any statistical difference between the HRV
in the cases they were assuming the role of primary surgeon compared to the cases they
were assisting and the clinic days. On the other hand, fellows showed significantly higher
HRV when they were assisting during THA compared to when they were assuming the
primary surgeon role or during their clinic days. In the preoperative period prior to THA,
post-hoc analysis did not show increased variability in the assistant role compared to clinic
day (p=0.067). No statistical difference was noted between the different roles assumed in
the preoperative period. In TKA, staff also failed to show any statistical difference between
the HRV throughout the data collection period regardless of the role assumed and the clinic
days. Fellows showed no significant difference between the roles during TKA.
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Figure 3-6 Heart rate variability regardless of role occupied during a) total hip
arthroplasty and b) total knee arthroplasty
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Figure 3-7 Heart rate variability during total hip arthroplasty by a) Staff and b)
Clinical fellows
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Clinical fellows
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STAI questionnaires did not show any difference between staff and fellows in both the
preoperative and postoperative period (Table 3-1). There was no correlation noted between
the STAI scores and physiological responses like HRV (R2=-0.136).

Table 3-1 STAI questionnaire score
Staff

Fellow

p-value

Pre-op

45.4

46.2

0.216

Post-op

45.7

45.3

0.582

p-value

0.604

0.145

-

3.4 Discussion
The aim of this study was to track physiological and psychological responses to common
hip and knee surgeries, as well as during clinic in a cohort of surgeons and their fellows.
This study is the first to our knowledge involving common orthopaedic surgery procedures
and physiological responses, since only questionnaire-based studies have been done in this
field9. It is logical to state that some of the common orthopaedic surgical procedures are
unique since they involve an added degree of physical effort compared to other surgeries
such as general surgery. The physicality of these surgeries adds to the physiological
responses experienced by the surgeon to the stressors surrounding the surgery itself. This
makes it even more important to use HRV as our measurement tool to perform such
analyses.
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Physiological responses tended to be different between the staff and the fellows regardless
of the procedures performed. Specifically, fellows had overall a higher HR in the role of
primary surgeon while the staff showed no difference in HR regardless of the role assumed.
Similarly, staff seemed to maintain no significant differences between their breathing rate
in the OR compare to the clinic days while fellows showed a tendency towards increased
respiratory rate during OR days compare to clinic days, especially during TKA where the
difference reached statistical significance. Moreover, staff maintained a HRV similar
between OR days and clinic days compared to fellows who showed higher variability
during OR days compared to clinic days. Interestingly, fellows had higher variability while
assisting in THA, while there was no difference noted between roles during TKA.

Multiple factors could potentially explain such results. First, the staff are more experienced
in the type of cases that were performed in the study compared to the clinical fellows.
Second, there might be a difference in the complexity of cases that each group had. Fellows
might be assigned from their staff to perform more complex type of primary THA and TKA
for an education purpose. Third, fellows have the extra task of learning the habits of each
staff separately which might be accentuating the stress experienced by the fellows.
Unfortunately, the data obtained do not permit the analysis of differences in physiological
responses between early rotation cases and late rotation cases for the fellows. Future larger
studies will help to further explore this issue.
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Intensity noted during the cases for each role and during clinic days from staff and fellows
were not different and followed similar patterns to HR changes, however this was different
than what was observed with HRV. This accentuates the importance of the HRV analysis
for our study since HR changes seemed more affected by the intensity of the procedure
itself.

Data collected from the STAI questionnaire did not show any correlation with the
physiological parameters that were collected. This questionnaire is a validated
questionnaire that has previously been used to evaluate stress levels in surgeons. However,
some of the results obtained from those questionnaires could be affected by the acute
repetition of data with the high number of questionnaires that the participants had to fill
during a single day. Moreover, some questions present in that form might be interpret by
the participant in a way that would lead them to answer the question in a way that adds
some bias in the collection of results (i.e. A surgeon would not feel comfortable to admit
that he “feels indecisive” just before starting a procedure). Therefore, it might influence
the results obtained.

There are some limitations to this study. First, noise in the EKG tracing collected might
have interfered with the results obtained. We anticipate this effect would be small as the
Vivosense software uses automatic filters to diminish the effect of the noise on the
collected data as much as possible. Second, as mentioned above, STAI questionnaire
results might be influenced by different factors making those results less interpretable.
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Third, the results might have been blunted by the fact that the trainees evaluated during
this study were certified orthopaedic surgeons undergoing extra training for those common
orthopaedic procedures. Fourth, the sample of staff and fellows were selected within a
single institution, therefore limiting the number of participants and in the same way the
statistical power of the study. Lastly, given the stress test was not performed at the
beginning of the study but rather at any point during the period where data was collected.
Nevertheless, since there was no planned exercise program for the participants in the study,
there is very little change expected in maximal exercise capacity over a year as it has been
previously shown in other studies and maximal heart rate is better predicted by age11.
Therefore, timing of the baseline stress test is not expected to have any effect on our results.

Overall, this study represents a first step in the evaluation of physiological changes during
common orthopaedic surgery procedures by both staff and fellows involved in those
surgeries. Since we are able to show that these procedures can be more stressful for the
trainees, this could be used as a basis to expand this type of analysis by evaluating the
different steps involved in a procedure, and evaluating specific events that could represent
stressors for the trainees. The study could also expand to trainees with less experience
including junior year residents. Implementation of the new models of surgical training
which are competency-based, it will become increasingly important to improve the
learning environment.
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3.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, this study is the first study evaluating the physiological and psychological
changes experienced by a cohort of orthopaedic surgeon and their trainees. Different stress
patterns were noted in clinical fellows compared to the staff, especially showing a higher
overall HRV during TKA. Further investigation to evaluate and identify specific steps
intraoperatively which constitute stressors, identify their effect on learning and practice,
and to provide interventions to optimize the environment for both the surgeon as well as
other members of the health care provider team and trainees is required. Moreover, further
investigation should expand to include orthopaedic surgery residents and medical students
in addition to the clinical fellows.
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Chapter 4

4

Comparison of physiological responses during lateral
and anterior approach total hip arthroplasty

4.1 Introduction
Total hip arthroplasty (THA) represents one of the most successful surgeries, with 95%
success rate to relieve pain and recover normal function6. Despite the success of this
procedure, research is being done in order to improve the instrumentation, implants, and
technique and, therefore, its outcome. One field of interest in research for total hip
arthroplasty includes the comparison between surgical approaches. Traditionally, the most
common approaches used included the posterolateral approach popularized by Dr Moore
in the 1960s and the direct lateral approach popularized by Hardinge in the 1980’s3. In the
last few years, a direct anterior muscle-sparing approach has gained popularity in total hip
arthroplasty using the internervous plane between Sartorius muscle and Tensor fascia lata
muscle to access the hip joint1. A recent review of the surgical techniques for each approach
and reviewing the literature comparing these approaches has been done9.

Despite the theoretical advantage of the direct anterior approach, it makes the procedure
more technically challenging. It has been shown in multiple studies that the learning curve
for the surgeons using this approach is challenging2,4-5,10. Therefore, we could potentially
extrapolate that teaching the residents and clinical fellows this surgical technique is more
difficult than other approaches, and that surgeons planning to begin this procedure need to
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invest greater effort and time to acquire the skills required before adopting this as their
preferred approach.

The medical trainees are already exposed to a substantial amount of stress and a resulting
high percentage of depression or depressive symptoms can be found amongst them 7. As
our medical educational system moves towards competency-based training, it becomes
important to identify and minimize the elements contributing to those high stress levels and
psychological issues. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the physiological changes
noted in staff and trainees during THA and compare the changes during lateral approach
cases and anterior approach cases. Our hypothesis is that the physiological and
psychological responses noted by both staff and fellows during anterior approach THA
would be more significant than during lateral approach THA.

4.2 Material and methods
Consent was obtained from the adult hip and knee reconstruction specialized surgeons and
the clinical fellows training in a single institution from July 2015 to June 2016, and the
participant was fully informed about the methods to be used throughout the study.
Participant that had cardiovascular medical comorbidities or under treatment influencing
the monitoring were excluded from the study as well as participants that were unable to
wear the monitors or that had a BMI lower than 18 or higher than 35. Data was collected
by an independent research assistant. Institutional human research ethics clearance was
obtained for this study.
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The protocol used was similar to the protocol described in chapter 3. Data was collected
from a baseline stress test that each participant underwent at the beginning of the study.
Thereafter, monitoring of the participants was done using Equivital EQO2 HRV holter
monitor (Vivonoetics, San Diego, California) during the different procedures as well as in
clinic. Approach used (either direct lateral or direct anterior approach) was noted.

The data collected from the monitoring included heart rate (HR), respiratory rate and heart
rate variability (HRV). Data was also collected through STAI questionnaires
preoperatively and postoperatively. The data between surgical approaches as well as data
between staff and fellows for each approach was compared using T-test to identify for
differences in the mean levels recorded. T-test was also used to compare data collected
through STAI questionnaires.

4.3 Results
A total of three joint reconstruction orthopaedic surgeons working in a single academic
institution and five orthopaedic surgery clinical fellows training in the same institution
from July 2015 to June 2016 were included in the study. One surgeon was performing only
lateral approach THA, One surgeon was performing only anterior approach THA and one
surgeon was selectively performing either approach. None of the potential participants
were excluded from the study. Data from baseline stress test was collected from all the
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participants. Data was recorded from eleven total hip arthroplasty (THA), six using the
lateral approach and five using the anterior approach.

A comparison of data between lateral approach and anterior approach cases for staff and
clinical fellows are shown in figures 4-1 and 4-2 respectively as well as in Table 4-1. For
the staff, although there was no significant difference noted in HR, %HRmax and breathing
rate between the different approaches, there was a significantly increased HRV while
performing lateral approach compared to anterior approach (p=0.008). For the fellows,
significant increased HR was noted in lateral approach THA (p=0.030). No significant
difference was noted in breathing rate between the different approaches. There was also no
difference in HRV during anterior THA compared to lateral approach (p=0.193).

Table 4-1 Comparison of procedure intensity (%HRmax)
Staff

Fellow

p-value

Anterior

73.5

62.1

0.301

Lateral

58.9

80.2

0.202

p-value

0.264

0.236

-

A comparison of data between staff and fellows for lateral and anterior approaches are
shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4 respectively as well as table 4-1. For lateral approach THA,
there was no significant difference between all the physiological parameters evaluated
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(HR, breathing rate, HRV) of staff and fellows. Regarding anterior approach THA, the
situation was different. HR was significantly higher for staff compared to the fellows
during anterior THA (p=0.041). Breathing rate was not significantly different between
staff and fellow intraoperatively or preoperatively, but fellows did have higher breathing
rates in the postoperative period (p=0.036). HRV was significantly higher for fellows
compared to staff during anterior THA (p=0.006).

STAI questionnaires did not show any difference between staff and fellows in both
preoperative and postoperative periods in lateral and anterior approach (Table 4-2, 4-3).

Table 4-2 STAI questionnaire score lateral approach
Staff

Fellow

p-value

Pre-op

45.8

50.5

0.187

Post-op

47

47

1.000

p-value

0.407

0.258

-

Table 4-3 STAI questionnaire score anterior approach
Staff

Fellow

p-value

Pre-op

47

45

0.626

Post-op

45

47

0.626

p-value

0.626

0.626

-
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Figure 4-1 Comparison of staffs’ physiological responses (a-Heart rate, b-Breathing
rate, c-Heart rate variability) between different approaches
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Figure 4-2 Comparison of fellows' physiological responses (a-Heart rate, b-Breathing
rate, c-Heart rate variability) between different approaches
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Figure 4-3 Physiological responses (a-Heart rate, b-Respiratory rate, c-Heart rate
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Figure 4-4 Physiological responses (a-Heart rate, b-Respiratory rate, c-Heart rate
variability) of staff and fellows during anterior approach THA
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4.4 Discussion
The aim of this study was to compare physiological and psychological responses to
different approaches used for THA in a cohort of orthopaedic surgeons and their clinical
fellows. This study is the first that examined how different techniques for a single surgical
procedure affected the surgeon.

The consultant surgeons had some interesting findings shown above. They showed overall
lower HRV performing a direct anterior than during a lateral THA. This is contrary to what
was expected since, as discussed above, anterior THA is considered more technically
demanding and has a long learning curve8. We hypothesize that those results might be
affected by the fact that there was a selection bias probably introduced during the data
collection. The staff who were performing both type of approaches selected in a non-blind
fashion cases that were suitable to undergo anterior approach THA. Therefore, the profile
of patient undergoing lateral approach THA was different from the ones undergoing
anterior THA. The more complicated patients with higher BMIs were more likely in the
lateral approach group. This case selection reflected somewhat of an effect onto the fellows
as well, which did not show any significant difference in HRV between lateral and anterior
THA. There may also be the presence of a protective effect of the learning environment for
trainees performing new procedures.
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Second, when evaluating the reaction of staff and fellows to the anterior THA, we note an
increased variability in fellows compared to staff. This is in agreement with what was
expected prior to the study. Although the learning environment of the trainees seemed well
protected by the staff, anterior approach total hip arthroplasty represents a new technique
for them. Staff having been already through their learning curve have less stress going
through those cases compare to the fellows who were still at the beginning of their learning
curve.

There are some limitations to this study. First, noise in the EKG tracing collected might
have interfered with the results obtained. We anticipate this effect would be small as the
Vivosense software uses automatic filters to diminish the effect of the noise on the
collected data as much as possible. Second, as mentioned above, there might be a selection
bias between the type of cases that were made through an anterior approach compared to
the ones made through a lateral approach. Although this could have given us some
information regarding the training environment, it did not permit a complete picture of the
difference between the physiological responses in both approaches. Moreover, we obtained
data from a single –institution limited the amount of data we could obtained and also might
mean that the data could not be generalized. However, having more than one surgeon
involved in the study might make this data generalized to the population. A multicenter
randomized-controlled study were patients would be matched and randomized to either
approach for all surgeons involved in the study would further allow a clearer understanding
and a better generalization of the results. Finally, each surgeon separately as well as each
trainee was not in the same stage of their learning curve for anterior approach THA,
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therefore the results might have been blunted. Indeed, one of the staff was within the first
year he introduced this approach to his practice while the other surgeon was using for the
most part this approach for at least four years before the study. Similarly, two of the fellows
had trained during residency using the anterior approach THA as the primary surgical
approach.

Overall, this study represents an evaluation of physiological changes during different
approaches in THA surgery. This study could be expanded by evaluating the different steps
involved into each type of THA and evaluating specific events that could represent
stressors for both the staff and trainees. The study could also expand to trainees with less
experience including junior year residents. As surgical training begins to adopt components
of competency-based models, it will become increasingly important to improve the
learning environment. Moreover, such study would potentially permit a greater
understanding of intraoperative stressors in order to make the procedure more predictable,
and therefore diminish the learning curve for more technically demanding procedure like
the anterior approach THA.

4.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, this study is the first study comparing the physiological and psychological
changes experienced by a cohort of orthopaedic surgeon and their trainees during different
approaches THA. Fellows experience more stress during anterior THA, although staff can
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influence the stress levels partially by selecting the cases appropriately. Further
investigation to evaluate and identify specific steps intraoperatively which constitute
stressors and identify their effect on learning and practice is required to potentiate
interventions to improve learning. Moreover, further investigation should be expanded to
include orthopaedic surgery residents and medical students in addition to the clinical
fellows.
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Chapter 5

5

General discussion and conclusion

5.1 General discussion
Surgeons are exposed to high levels of stress during their practice, leading to high levels
of mental exhaustion and depression amongst them12. Medical training involves a
combination of clinical duties and the acquisition of knowledge and skills. This can be
overwhelming for trainees, who have also been shown to have with high rates of
depression8. Multiple changes have been attempted to identify those stressors2,4-5,15 and to
find solutions to improve the learning environment7,9,11,13,16. Most of those studies were
questionnaire-based and, therefore, evaluating mainly the cognitive aspect of the
experienced stress via subjective data. The physical aspect of stress was only rarely
evaluated in those studies. In other domains like in sports, heart rate variability has already
been used for years to evaluate physical stress experienced during training and competition
in order to optimize overall performance10. Only limited number of studies have used this
type of evaluation in the medical field1,3,6,14, but it has never been used in orthopaedic
surgery to our knowledge. The goal of this study was to evaluate the physiological changes
noted in orthopaedic surgeons, compare them to the changes noted in their trainees, and
correlate those findings with psychological assessment during their clinical duties.
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Given these type of procedures involves a high level of physical activity compared to other
surgical interventions, we first evaluated the feasibility of such study. In our pilot study,
we noted that the heart rate variability was higher in more complicated cases. Moreover,
the variability was increased throughout the surgical days compare to the clinic days. All
those results were expected given a more technically demanding procedure would involve
a higher level of stress for the individual performing it. Although there was no correlation
noted with the results from the psychological evaluation through the STAI questionnaire,
this pilot study showed that the equipment used was feasible to measure physiologic
responses as a marker of stress in orthopaedic surgery procedures.

We then proceeded in the main part of the study. We first did an evaluation of the different
changes noted during THA and TKA and evaluated how the different roles assumed by the
staff and fellows would affect the stress levels. As expected, fellows presented different
stress pattern than staff. For the staff, clinic work or OR did not show to affect HRV.
However, other physiological parameters were increased during OR days, which was
related to the physicality of the procedures. On the other hand, fellows clearly had higher
variability during OR compared to clinic. This study also demonstrated that HRV was a
better evaluation tool than HR alone for the purpose of identifying stress levels, since HR
was more closely influenced by the intensity of the procedure than HRV.

We then decided to evaluate how the complexity of a similar procedure could affect the
stress levels. We chose to compare the physiological changes noted during two different
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approaches used to perform a THA; the direct lateral and the direct anterior approach. No
major difference was noted for the fellows between the surgical approaches used. For the
staff, a higher variability was noted during lateral approach THA. Those results were
opposite to what we were expecting given the anterior approach THA is considered more
technically demanding. However, given there was a non-controlled selection of cases that
would undergo each approach, we suspected that there might have been a selection bias
putting easier type cases to undergo THA through anterior approach. The nurturing
learning environment of the fellows may also dampen the stress the fellows experience.

5.2 Strengths and limitations of the study
This study is the first which attempts to evaluate the physiological changes noted during
orthopaedic surgery and correlate it with psychological questionnaire results. This is an
important step in better understanding how the staff and trainees are reacting to different
type of common orthopaedic procedures. It will be the basis for further studies in this
domain. The design of the study also helps provide further evidence that HR alone is not a
good evaluation tool for stress since it is influenced by the intensity of the procedure
performed, therefore advocating for the use of HRV as a more precise tool in this matter.

There are also some limitations to the study. First, given the nature of the study, there might
have been a selection bias in the cases present in the different groups evaluated. A
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randomized-controlled trial matching the cases that are present in each group might permit
to diminish this effect

Second, the trainees chosen during this study were already certified orthopaedic surgeons
who were training in the institution under the supervision of the staff involved to specialize
in those type of procedures. Therefore, they already had some experience with those
procedures. Expanding the study including medical residents in both junior and senior
years as well as medical student might be giving different results.

Third, the design of the study did not permit to identify specific steps that could contribute
to the elevated stress in each procedure. Further study could possibly record responses to
each surgical step for a more precise understanding.

5.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, this study is the first one of this type evaluating physiological and
psychological responses of staff and fellows in common orthopaedic surgery procedures.
Based on our study, we were able to identify which procedures could represent higher stress
for both groups. For instance, a higher variability was noted during TKA overall for the
clinical fellows. Future studies in this field could expand to other level trainees as well as
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breaking down of each type of procedure into its different steps to target the more stressful
aspects of each surgery.
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Appendix B - STAI questionnaire
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Appendix C - Sample tracing of a surgery day
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Appendix D - Standard Bruce protocol
Stage

Speed (km/h)

Speed (mph)

Gradient

1

2.74

1.7

10

2

4.02

2.5

12

3

5.47

3.4

14

4

6.76

4.2

16

5

8.05

5.0

18

6

8.85

5.5

20

7

9.65

6.0

22

8

10.46

6.5

24

9

11.26

7.0

26

10

12.07

7.5

28

Bruce RA, Kusumi F, Hosmer D (1973). Maximal oxygen intake and nomographic
assessment of functional aerobic impairment in cardiovascular disease. Am Heart J
85:546-582
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Appendix E - Borg scale
Score

Exercise intensity

0

None

0.5

Very, very weak

1

Very weak

2

Weak

3

Moderate

4

Somewhat strong

5

Strong

Intensity perception

(Just noticeable)

(Light)

(Heavy)

6
7

Very Strong

8
9

Very, very strong

10

Maximal

(Almost maximal)

Borg G.A. Psychophysical bases of perceived exertion. Medicine and Science in Sports
and Exercise. 1982; 14:377-381.
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Appendix F - Baseline stress test consent form
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